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Elementary
Self Awareness
Mindfulness
• How to meditate
• How mindfulness practices are
changing an inner-city school
• Can in-school meditation help
curb youth violence?
• America’s least likely
ultramarathoner is one of its
best
• A place for growing: Middle
school unveils peaceful Dream
Garden
• Take it easy on yourself, and
be healthier
Emotions
• Close your eyes to listen – you
might understand more
• The mind-bending science of
awe
• Happy? Sad? Sony film gives
life to emojis
• Can biomusic offer kids
with autism a new way to
communicate?
• What it means to feel happy
and sad at the same time, in
“Inside Out”
• Big Questions: What makes
us blush when we get angry or
embarrassed?
• Making pottery from the ashes
of the Sonoma wildfires
Identity and Self Concept
• Going “home” to Ecuador, part
one: Finding my people
• Going “home” to Ecuador, part
two: Where do I belong?
• Uniting Puerto Rico by
going blond: Men support
their baseball team

Middle School

High School

• Storm Reid found her “Wrinkle
in Time” role an easy fit
• Only 3 in 10 kids draw
scientists as women; but that’s
more than ever
• Here’s an album for “third
culture kids”
• The blogger quietly preserving
Maryland’s culinary history

Determination and Growth
Mindset
• How to set goals
• Why your mindset matters
• Documentary brings Goodall’s
story to vivid life in “Jane”
• American Girl author launched
herself into an unfamiliar world
• Book club helps immigrant
mothers find joy in reading
• Musical Genius: Is it talent or
practice?
• Ryan Zimmerman shows you
need to practice
• Drumline is lifeline for fourthand fifth-graders marching to
the beat

Confidence and Self Efficacy
• Marcus Davenport had to
learn to see his own enormous
potential
• A Muppet with autism to
be welcomed soon on ‘Sesame
Street’
• Buzz cuts and books: Kids
learn in style in Reading With
Barbers program
• How actress Mckenna Grace,
10, nailed her movie role as a
math whiz
• Thin Mints, Tagalongs,
S’mores, Girl Scout sells 5,155
boxes of them
• Books allow kids facing
adversity to feel like
superheroes

Self Management
Self Control
• How to be patient
• National Football League
cracks down on excessive
celebrations
• Tested in a barbershop,
seventh-grader becomes
national chess champion
• Kids today not fluffing the
marshmallow test, study says

Organization
• How to become an organized
student
• How to plan a big project
• Why are New Year’s
resolutions so easy to break?
• How to save your pet’s life in a
natural disaster
• Telling time through the ages
• Kid entrepreneurs drink up
success with lemonade
business
Courage and Risk Taking
• Creator Lee says “Spider-Man”
almost did not get off the
ground
• An IED made him blind. The
pool gave him focus
• Trailblazing surgeon Mary
Walker still one of a kind
• Ballet’s most unlikely star takes
her final bow
• Bee stings don’t scare these
young researchers
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Middle School

High School

Stress Management
• Dealing with stress and strong
emotions
• School tries no-homework
weekends to relieve stress on
students, teachers
• Spreadsheets and
determination lead to
Geographic Bee win
• Classroom desk replaced by
couches, beanbags; will it
help?

culturally aware and diverse
casting in “Moana”
• Multicultural dolls a hit for
Target and other retailers
• Short animated films put the
spotlight on AfricanAmericans’ contributions
• Opinion: Why it’s so important
for kids to see diverse TV,
movie characters
• How diverse emojis encourage
more social inclusion

• Above and beyond: Teacher’s
letters make former students
feel special
• Having trouble
communicating? Go talk to a
horse
• Robot communication: It’s
more than just talk

Healthy Habits
• Matter and Energy: Food and
nutrition
• Smartphone apps help doctors
and patients
• Schools find creative ways to
boost exercise
• On the Schuylkill, Philly
students learn about dragon
boat racing and life
• The benefit of sports proves
invaluable to those with limb
injuries
• Opinion: Playing sports is
important — and you can
quote me on that
• Building your plate:
Comparing the newest
symbols of healthy eating
• Brush your teeth!

Social Awareness
Curiosity
• Why can’t people stop
touching museum exhibits?
• Collecting words for feelings
in different languages
• These young creators share
one trait: Curiosity
• Toys are taking vacations and
seeing the world (without their
owners)
• A never-ending poem grows in
the Netherlands
• New York City’s pigeons like
you’ve never seen them before
Perspective Taking
• Opinion: Disney embraces

Empathy
• Fifth-graders donate goods to
peers in Caribbean
• “Wonder” movie gives two
Kansas girls hope
• Why and how do tears form?
• Bringing babies to the
classroom to teach empathy,
prevent bullying
Respect and Kindness
• More than words: saying
“thank you” does make a
difference
• FSU player eats lunch with
autistic student sitting alone
• How feeling respected
transforms a student’s
relationship to school
• These “Star Wars” fans
combine dressing up with
doing good
Social Cues
• The science of smiling
• What is body language?
• Five things to know about
giving and receiving holiday
gifts
• Learn social skills by reading
about Harry Potter
• Study shows that human
emotions are color-coded on
our faces

Friendships
• How to be a good friend
• Surprise: Elephants comfort
upset friends
• How some Kansas students
made the school cafeteria a
friendlier place
• Friendship unites Muslim and
Jewish families
• Ten-year tradition: Dads and
daughters make annual trek
into the woods
Conflict Resolution
• Saying you’re sorry
• Conflict resolution through
mediation
• When people work together,
they’re literally on the same
wavelength
• At some schools, students find
a place for peace
• How young is too young for
cellphones in school?
Bullying
• “Peter Rabbit” film shows fairy
tale character as a food allergy
bully
• Twitter can be a mean place.
Meet @TheNiceBot
• Opinion: Here’s how to
actually help stop
cyberbullying
• State lawmaker says he has a
way to stop bullies: Fine
parents up to $750

Relationship Building
Communication
• Communication Skills: What
is active listening?
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Responsible Decision
Making
Integrity
• UK Scrabble group bans star
player for breaking tile rule
• “We will change the world”:
Sixth-graders plan Chicago
Children’s March
• The importance of teaching
kids to be kind to pets
• Opinion: The NFL can
teach us all how to be better
teammates
• Opinion: Hit or pitch your way
into Hall of Fame, but don’t
cheat
Joy
• Opinion: With or without
trophies, youth sports need to
be fun
• Homemade slime is the new
fidget spinner
• Happy by decree: Ecuador’s
chief of well-being tries to
raise contentment
• Kids dance off to Ireland and
come home with a medal
Media Literacy
• Spread of fake news prompts
literacy efforts in schools
• To pick out real news from
fake, be skeptical
• Netflix’s “creepy” tweet
reminds us all how closely it’s
watching us
• She sees the value of a free
press
Social Media
• Facebook launches parentcontrolled Messenger app for
kids
• Fiona the baby hippo, or how
animals go viral
• Marley Dias, behind
#1000BlackGirlBooks, is
touring
• Opinion: Are selfies an act of
self-love or cry for attention?

Middle School

High School

Financial Literacy
• Formerly homeless 13-year-old
now makes soaps and donates
to charity
• Fourth-grader a global microlender
• Fresno boy starts baking
business to buy his mom a
house
• 6-year-old made $11 million in
one year reviewing toys on You
Tube
• Show and tell? No, for these
kids, it’s show and sell
• Big Questions: Where does
money come from?
• In Mexico, artists can pay their
federal taxes with artwork
College and Career Planning
• Issue Overview: College
education
• Old-fashioned trade and craft
skills valued in today’s
workplace
• Dream Jobs: Ice cream art
director
• Classroom desk replaced by
couches, beanbags; will it
help?
• University aims to create
college-going culture among
kids
• Male nurses? Female
firefighters? Yes, as career
boundaries erode
School Safety
• More states debate requiring
seat belts on school buses
• When is it too cold for school?
• Kids don’t have to be lonely
at recess thanks to the “buddy
bench”
• The doctor is in: At a high
school’s “wellness cottage”
• Who keeps you safe at school?
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Elementary
Self Awareness
Mindfulness
• How to meditate
At a school in Baltimore,
mindfulness proves more
effective than punishment
• U.S. alpine skiers use virtual
reality to practice their
Olympic runs
• Forget tough love; treating
yourself with kindness is the
way to go
• Mindful basketball players do
better on and off the court,
study suggests
• Sound bathing is today’s
meditation
• Get rid of these three negative
statements when studying
Emotions
• How to understand your
emotions
• How emotions and stress
affect body language
• Music and how it affects our
emotions
• Basketball players raise their
game with mindfulness and
yoga
• Why bad moods are good for
you: the surprising benefits of
sadness
• Face value: Emojis spell out
emotions in texts, emails
• The good and bad: Studies
look at the influence of social
media on teens
• NFL is cracking down hard on
illegal celebrations
Identity and Self Concept
• Study: Language – not religion
or birthplace – defines national
identity
• Girls and boys learn gender
behavior roles when they are
young
• What is intersectionality?
• Girl campaigns to get 1,000
books about black girls; gets
almost 10,000

Middle School
• “Third culture kids” like me
make it up as we go along
• This bodybuilder’s heaviest lift
is revealing his disabled hand
• Opinion: The characters
in “Black Panther” express
themselves in many ways
• Do you change your laughter
to match your social situation?
Confidence and Self Efficacy
• Want to raise an empowered
girl? Then let her be funny
• Brainy business student
applies analytical mind to
basketball
• Building self-confidence
“I believe in equality”: Three
women blaze new trails,
promote change

Self Management
Self Control
• How to calm down when
you’re upset
• How to be patient
• “Kids these days”:
Surprising results from study
of marshmallow test
• “Soft” social skills might
prevent a hard-knock life,
study finds
• Can playing games help kids
with ADHD? Companies want
to find out
Determination and Growth
Mindset
• Why your mindset matters
On and off the soccer field,
Luisa makes goals
• 10 ways this year’s MacArthur
Fellows find their genius
• No legs, no problem for
Alabama teenage wrestler who
went 37-0
• Top aerialist Ashley Caldwell
heading for her third Olympics
• Trying is winning: The
relatable joy of Netflix’s
“Nailed It!” show

High School
• At this Hawaiian taro farm, atrisk youth cultivate self-worth
Organization
• How to become an organized
student
• Procrastination and homework
Texas teen’s year of sacrifice
pays off as he wins National
Geographic Bee
• Repair shop a winner with
Paralympic athletes
• Courage and Risk Taking
Montgomery Bus Boycott
• No stopping Lucky Fin kids
• Flying cars take the headache
out of traffic jams
• Inside the strange sport of
paramotoring
• TED talks the talk with
$400 million to support world
changing projects
Stress Management
• Dealing with stress and strong
emotions
• Relieve stress and anxiety by
creating art
• Writing, reading can help
people to feel better and heal
• Peace-promoting coloring
book tries to help heal city
recovering from riots
• Chimp study shows how
hanging out with friends
makes life less stressful
• Tech workers are turning to
the Japanese practice of
“forest bathing”
Healthy Habits
• Medical schools are now
teaching cooking as a form of
medicine
• Families eating healthier as
food companies cut calories,
study says
• Research says exercise works
out the brain as well as the
body
• Most teens check out of
Facebook, Instagram and
Snapchat for a week
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Elementary

Middle School

• The mysteries of sleep
• Food for thought: Slow down
and chew your food, it’s good
for you
• Who brushes their teeth in the
shower?

• Robotics students don’t let
racial taunts slow their success

Social Awareness
Curiosity
• These 5 questions might boost
your curiosity — and make you
happier
• Curiosity changes the brain to
boost memory and learning
• Turns out trying unpleasant
things is just human nature
• Meet the 11-year-old science
whiz who invented watertesting device
Perspective Taking
• Muslim teen hopes to help
diversify emojis with a hijab
version
• Teen runner with disability
races to the finish line
• Law states that California
students must learn about
LGBT history
• Native Americans tell
nonnatives: Don’t wear
traditional headdresses
• Filmmaker hopes for political
tolerance
• Education project aims to set
the record straight on
historical myths
Empathy
• Explainer: What is empathy?
• Can altruism exist without
empathy? Lessons from the
ant world
• Empathy is key to building
strong friendships
• Teaching empathy through
video games
• Students design tool to
help their peer write more
comfortably

Respect and Kindness
• RJ Palacio: What is kindness?
• The art of kindness
• Why stereotypes should be
avoided
• Government & Economics
Everyone wins when teachers,
students respect each other in
the classroom
• Teens find support in dealing
with anti-Muslim bullying
• Meet the globe-trotting
hairdresser who helps
homeless people look sharp
Social Cues
• What is body language?
• Five things to know about
giving and receiving holiday
gifts
• Learn social skills by reading
about Harry Potter
• Raising eyebrows: How
evolution gave us expressive
faces
• Which countries have the
smallest personal space?

Relationship Building
Communication
• How to communicate
effectively
• The art of public speaking
• Communication Skills: What is
active listening?
• These pooches help students
perfect their public speaking
skills
• “Meeting Bowls” are made to
bring people closer
• Teen poetry program with a
purpose
Friendships
• How to be a good friend
• Research shows friends are
good for your health
• Middle school students work
to make everyone feel

High School
welcome at lunch time
• Helping boys become
respectful men through their
love of basketball
• 11-year-old takes steps to help
other children in need
Conflict Resolution
• How and why does conflict
occur?
• A step-by-step guide to
resolving conflicts peacefully
• Learning to play fair: Is it the
same for kids around the
world?
• Teens at global robotics
competition work together,
form unlikely alliances
• Arts & Culture Using movies to
practice productive
disagreement
• A school’s “peace room” aims
to end fighting in the halls
Bullying
• When words hurt
• Schoolyard conflicts may
affect health later in life,
research shows
• Bullied boy has some new
friends after video goes viral
• Gabby Douglas partners
with anti-bullying group after
Olympics backlash
• Opinion: Bullying is still
generally accepted or
defended in kids sports

Responsible Decision
Making
Integrity
• How to be a mensch
• Teenagers use tech devices to
cheat on tests at school,
survey finds
• World records are getting
much harder to break
• Impoverished themselves,
Choctaws came to the aid of
starving Irish
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Elementary
Joy
• Scientists want to know if
“YOLO” makes us happier
• For many people, happiness is
the most important
consideration in life
• “Every citizen is equal”:
Readers on living in Finland
• Classroom “Mission Control”
brings space lessons to Earth
Media Literacy
• News travels fast, but what
does it pick up along the way?
• Proof that the world will end
tomorrow! (Not really, but you
clicked)
• “These are all fake news,” said
the honor student. He was
wrong
• A rise in critical skills for
sharing news online
Social Media
• Popular teen app TBH is now
part of Facebook
• Social media with a message
• The good and bad: Studies
look at the influence of social
media on teens
• When young Instagrammers
want to hide, they go to Finsta
• Opinion: Teens are more
anxious than ever: Is social
media to blame?
• When should you unfriend
someone on Facebook?

Middle School

High School

• Middle school students help
NFL rookies tackle finances
College and Career Planning
• Learn about your college
career and school options
• Issue Overview: College
education
• Montana hoops star dreams of
playing college ball
• Historically black colleges are
seeing a bump in enrollment
• Texas teenager accepted to
20 of the best colleges in the
country
• Opinion: Helping students
find themselves
School Safety
• Washington students
help scientists put schools to
earthquake test
• Students walk out of school to
protest gun violence
• School districts decide when it
is too cold for class
• Essay: What’s the role of a
school resource officer?
• Essay: Students call me the
“peace teacher”

Financial Literacy
• Animal lover starts a big
business to help many at a
small price
• Kids and teens look to the
future as young business
owners
• Once homeless, New Mexico
teen now speaks out to help
other kids
• Girl Scout sells more than
5,000 boxes of cookies two
years in a row
• Does free, basic income build
character?
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Elementary
Self Awareness
Mindfulness
• The biology of awareness
• The mindful athlete
• Get rid of these three negative
statements when studying
• Can’t keep your New Year’s
resolutions? Try being kind to
yourself
• How distraction can make you
a better meditator
• Cultivating self-compassion
is key to strong mental and
emotional health
Emotions
• New “emotional” robots are
made to read human feelings
• The difference between
empathy and sympathy
• Research offers mixed
messages on social media’s
effects on adolescents
• How emotions and stress
affect body language
• Video games: Can they make
people more empathetic in
real life?
• I second that emotion: The
emotive power of your voice
• The professional mourners of
Mani, Greece
• Welcome to the Emotion
Arcade
Identity and Self Concept
• Growing up ‘mixed’ in Seattle
• People use rap to save the
languages of their ancestors
• More than just a beauty trend:
Natural hair empowers
Brazilian women
• What is intersectionality?
• Kimchi is an important part of
family bonding and culture for
Koreans
• Opinion: From embarrassment
to celebration of my bicultural
identity
• Seattle teen finds his focus
after meeting a group of kids
just like him

Middle School
• In South Africa, a push to
reclaim an Afrikaans diverse as
its speakers
Confidence and Self Efficacy
• Fight like a girl: Teen battles
to become her school’s
starting quarterback
• Football fan lost his sight but
not love for the game; he
became a player
• 10 ways this year’s MacArthur
Fellows find their genius
• How adults with autism
banded together to start a
movement
• Opinion: Sometimes music
can heal in ways human
interaction cannot
• Narcissism and self-esteem
are very different

Self Management
Self Control
• Texas teen’s year of sacrifice
pays off as he wins National
Geographic Bee
• Winter Olympians hone
their skills with summertime
simulations
• Breaking up with your
smartphone is really hard - just
ask these people
• Opinion: The death of reading
is threatening the soul
Determination and Growth
Mindset
• How long does it take to form
a habit?
• Bangladeshi surfer girls go
against the cultural tide
• A teen is asking her high
school to change its dress
code
• Here’s an approach to math
phobia that could add up
Organization
• The great learning curve: How
to improve your study habits
• How to be on time

High School
• Taking it to the streets:
Grassroots activism in the
United States
• A step-by-step guide to the
scientific method
Courage and Risk Taking
• Famous Speeches: Steve
Jobs’ Stanford University
Commencement Speech
• Obama hands out Medal of
Freedom to athletes, actors
and architects
• Life on Mars: Musk reveals
details of his colonization
vision
• Who was Bessie Coleman and
why does she still matter?
• How a thrill-seeking
personality helps Olympic
athletes
• This college professor gives
her students extra credit for
going on dates
Stress Management
• Even the small stresses of daily
life can hurt your health
• PRO/CON: Do “trigger
warnings” help or hurt college
classes?
• Later start times, less
homework to help students
cope with stress
• Writing, reading can help
people to feel better and heal
• Lost in the digital world, a
journalist finds herself in the
forest
Healthy Habits
• Teens unaware of health risks
of vaping, as popularity
increases
• U.S. life expectancy falls two
years in a row because of drug
overdoses
• Confused about what’s
healthy? Nutrition survey
shows you’re not alone
• Why feeling clean feels so
good
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Elementary
• For many teenagers, getting
drunk is not on the bucket list
• Basketball star opens up about
his mental health issues
• Native American health
advocates use old games as
cures for obesity
• Does soda industry manipulate
research on sugary drinks’
health effects?
• Issue Overview: E-cigarettes

Social Awareness
Curiosity
• The man who uncovered the
secret lives of snowflakes
• Primary Sources: Carter’s
Discovery of King
Tutankhamun’s Tomb
• CSI: Investigating a crime
scene
• Curiosity prepares the brain
for better learning
Perspective Taking
• Opinion: Two American
holidays are not being taught
about truthfully
• In a war, children without a
childhood
• Some small-town residents are
scrambling to keep their towns
going
• The viral valedictorian:
Undocumented Texas teen
creates stir with tweet
• Opinion: Opponents of
affirmative action are using a f
lawed theory
• Not all students back gun
control, young conservatives
say
• Groups work to change the
male-centric mentality of the
military
• Is culture missing from
conservation? Scientists take
cues from indigenous groups

Middle School

High School

Empathy
• Explainer: What is empathy?
If you’re empathetic, it might
be genetic
• Being empathetic is good, but
it can hurt your health
• Opinion: When classrooms
include those with disabilities,
all kids benefit

Personal Relationships
• Why you should date your
best friend
• “Love, Simon” is first big
Hollywood movie about gay
teenage love
• Program wants more female
mentors to help girls learn the
outdoors
• Bedtime stories capture the
longing of deported parents
and their children
• How make-believe
relationships with celebrities
shape social lives
• Someone to lean on arrives
just when you need a friend
• Why everyone is insecure (and
why that’s OK)

Respect and Kindness
• “I’m an American” — George
Takei on a lifetime of defying
stereotypes
• How canoes are saving lives
and restoring spirit
• Kids shuffle lunch seats as part
of “No One Eats Alone”
campaign
• The commune in Ethiopia
where feminism is the law
• He helps homeless people
reconnect with loved ones
through video messages
• Hostile architecture:
Campaign gets bars removed
from benches
Social Cues
• What is body language?
• Five things to know about
giving and receiving holiday
gifts
• Explainer: How we understand
people and why it’s important
• You need your personal space
— here’s the science why

Relationship Building
Communication
• Salvadoran poet writes to
humanize the immigrant story
• Giving a speech can be
terrifying — these dogs are
here to help
• Science says you should leave
the period out of text
messages
• Ethos, logos and pathos for
persuasion

Professional Relationships
• Georgetown janitor felt
invisible to students until one
changed his life
• How one Tennessee program
turns foster kids into higherearning adults
• In prepping youth for
corporate America, nonprofit
highlights the power of
pretend
• Year Up matches urban youth
to a hungry job market
Conflict Resolution
• Study finds chimpanzees are
more likely to cooperate than
compete
• Students involved in group
learning showed similar brainwave patterns
• Hands of Peace brings Israeli
and Palestinian teens together
• CHILL: Using brain science to
teach Chicago teens how to
stop violence
• Need help winning an
argument? Ask a Kansas high
schooler
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Elementary

Middle School

High School

Bullying
• Viral anti-bullying video nets
teen girl a school suspension
• Opinion: Why we still allow
bullying to flourish in kids
sports
• Akron students encouraged to
stand up and speak out against
bullying
• Is there a psychological reason
for people being mean on the
Internet?

• Websites that publish fake
news make money and suffer
no consequences
• Fighting fake news on the
front line
• What social media platforms
and search engines know
about you

• Absences, fitness, atmosphere
— new ways to track schools
• Opinion: Profile of perfect
college applicant gets remake
• High school graduation may
require more than just grades,
test scores
• Does free mean better for
students choosing SAT prep
courses
• Historically black colleges are
seeing a bump in enrollment

Responsible Decision
Making
Integrity
• Hot off the press: High school
reporters uncover principal’s
sketchy credentials
• Opinion: Why do some
“winners” later become
cheaters?
• Limits of endurance as
marathon stars run out of time
• Is anyone ever wrong
anymore?
• Not your usual spring break:
College students pitch in to
aid Puerto Rico
• Opinion: Horror is having a
mainstream moment; will that
alienate fans?
Joy
• Quality of life indicators
• Colombia, not Finland, may be
the happiest country in the
world
• Screen addiction: Study links
too much device time, teen
unhappiness
• 2 degrees, flies planes, author,
works at NASA. His age? 17
Media Literacy
• Students are learning how to
be better at spotting fake news
• Fake news? That’s a very old
story
• Google news stories will now
be accompanied by a factchecking tool

Social Media
• Rise in teen suicide, social
media coincide; is there a link?
• Issue Overview: Are social
networking sites good for our
society?
• Instagram yields insta-riches
for popular “influencers” and
marketers
• This is the place for
Generation Z
• Parents may fret, but even
experts say social media use
has its benefits
Financial Literacy
• PRO/CON: Should all high
schoolers take courses in
personal finance?
• How do U.S. taxes work?
• NFL player masters money just
as he does passing routes

School Safety
• Students need to know how
to say #MeToo: School
officials make plan
• Social media posts come
under scrutiny following
school shootings
• Opinion: Schools need to keep
students safe, not act like
thought police
• Lawmakers debate whether
or not schoolteachers should
be armed

• Fishing lures a hit for smalltown teen entrepreneurs
• Ice or virtue? Berlin exhibition
charts Germans’ pennypinching mania
• Why is it so hard to talk about
money?
College and Career Planning
• Issue Overview: College
education
• Learn about your college
career and school options
• Work experience and college
applications
• Mixing vocational training and
AP courses works well at some
schools
• Explainer: What is a GPA and
what use is it?
• New college students try to
fit in
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Example Article: Elementary School || Self Awareness || Emotions

"Inside Out" shows that people can
be happy and sad at the same time
Lexile©: 500L
By: Washington Post, adapted by Newsela staff
This article is available in the SEL Collection at 5 reading
levels, with embedded activities and multiple choice quiz
aligned to literacy standards.

When you’re little, emotions are simpler. You may
feel happy or sad. You may be really angry. When
people get older, their feelings change. They may feel
different emotions at the same time.
“Inside Out” is a movie about a girl named Riley. She
is 11 years old. Her family moves from Minnesota to
San Francisco, California. Her life goes through big
changes.
Riley’s Emotions Change When She Moves To
California
Riley’s emotions are the main characters. There are
five of them. They are Joy, Sadness, Disgust, Fear and
Anger. They are in charge of Riley’s brain. Sometimes,
Riley feels many emotions at the same time. Adults
know what that’s like.
Older people are more likely to have mixed emotions.
They may have a happy moment. They may feel sad
at the same time. The happy moment can end at any
point. Adults know this, so they feel more grateful.

in charge. But moving to San Francisco was sad. It
changes Riley’s emotions.
Movie Explains How Emotions Work Together
In the movie, Riley’s memories are colored balls of
light. The best ones are golden. Her memories are
stored far away in her brain. Sometimes, they are
brought back. That way, Riley can watch them again.
Scientists say the movie does a good job. It shows how
emotions grow and change. Kids may feel sad about
growing up. The movie’s director said growing up is
hard. He also said it’s OK to be sad about it.
Laura Carstensen is a scientist at Stanford University.
It is in California. Carstensen studies people’s
emotions. She found that older people have more
mixed emotions than younger people.
“Inside Out” shows what mixed emotions are like.
That is why adults like it too. It shows what it means
to feel happy or sad. Sometimes, you can be both.

In the movie, Riley was happy in Minnesota. Most
of her memories were joyful. The emotion Joy was

Example Lesson Spark:
Lesson Sparks give teachers ideas for how to use the content in the classroom.
Every article in the SEL Collections comes with a Lesson Spark.

Before Reading
Show the trailer for Inside Out. Then ask your students to write-pair-share about this question: What emotion do you feel most often?

Reading Strategy
Annotate the text with 3 text-to-self connections you can make between this article and your own life.
Custom Write Prompt: Explain one text-to-self connection you made between this article and your own life. Why did you make that
connection?

After Reading
Tell students it's their turn to think about all the emotions they feel each day. Pass out the Emotion Puzzle.
Have students complete the Emotion Puzzle for themselves so that they can demonstrate and better understand their emotions.
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Example Article: Middle School || Self Management || Determination and Growth Mindset

Netflix’s new baking show focuses
on having fun and not giving up
Lexile©: 1080L
By: Kelly Lawler, USA Today, adapted by Newsela staff
This article is available in the SEL Collection at 5 reading
levels, with embedded activities and multiple choice quiz
aligned to literacy standards.

There are many popular baking and cooking shows. Most of
them are about skilled, professional chefs competing against
each other. They have beautiful creations at the end.
“Nailed It!” on Netflix, is different. The show is more about
bakers who try hard and fail.
“Nailed It!” is named for a popular Internet trend. Bakers will
post pictures of what they made on social media sites, like
Instagram. One picture will be a beautiful baked good. Next
to it is the same baked good, but the failed version. Under the
failed baked good, the text says, sarcastically, “Nailed It!”
In the Netflix show, three inexperienced bakers compete.
They try to quickly make flashy baked treats. The treats
include emoji cakes, or ones shaped like President Trump’s
face.
The Show Is Silly And Fun
Most of the show’s inexperienced bakers come up with
crumpled messes. The “winner” is the person who does the
job least terribly. That person gets $10,000.
This might sound like a cruel show. It is actually very sweet
and fun. “Nailed It!” knows it has a silly concept. It even
celebrates this.

“Nailed It!” does not celebrate failing. It celebrates trying. It
often feels like the episodes are baking parties, with a prize.
Most of us are not expert bakers. Still, many of us love sweets
and we love making food. I am one of those people. I have
cookbooks, a dough mixer tool and a good attitude. I bake
in my free time. My creations do not always turn out right.
Sometimes people love my cinnamon buns. Sometimes things
don’t go so well.
An “A” For Effort
The bakers in the show make similar mistakes. They frost
cupcakes while they are hot, which is not a good idea.
Sometimes they overload cake pans, leading to a hot mess in
the oven.
However, sometimes they can still win. As the show’s
judges say, they tried, they did not give up and they learned
something. They feel good even though what they made is
bad. They present their final creations with the joking phrase
“nailed it!” The bakers laugh right alongside the judges.
The show inspired me to bake in a way that no other baking
show ever has. After watching all six episodes, I tied to
make some cupcakes. The icing drooped. I got sprinkles
everywhere. Still, I tried. So, I won.

Example Lesson Spark:
Lesson Sparks give teachers ideas for how to use the content in the classroom.
Every article in the SEL Collections comes with a Lesson Spark.

Before Reading
Watch the following video entitled “Nailed it! Trailer” and discuss these questions in pairs after watching:
• What do you notice about what the contestants say and do during the show?
• Are the judges expecting perfection in this game? How do they treat mistakes?
• Based on the trailer, what is the mood of this show?

Reading Strategy
As you read, highlight in GREEN ways that a contestant can win the show “Nailed It!” Create three annotations with questions or
reactions that you have while reading.
Custom Write Response: How does the Netflix show “Nailed It!” treat mistakes? Cite two details from the article to support your response.

After Reading
Have students watch a clip from the show “Nailed it!” and have students complete the Image Analysis. Ask students to note these three
components of the video:
How the judges react to the creation
How the contestants react to the judges
How the contestants show that they have a growth mindset
Debrief the questions as a class.
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Example Article: High School || Relationship Building || Communication

Grammarians are cringing: No
periods at end of text message?
Lexile©: 1240L
By: Nicki Lisa Cole, Ph.D., ThoughtCo.com, adapted by
Newsela staff
This article is available in the SEL Collection at 5 reading
levels, with embedded activities and multiple choice quiz
aligned to literacy standards.

It turns out certain punctuation in text messages might not be a good idea. Period.
A team of psychologists at Binghamton University in New York conducted a study among the
school’s students. They found that text message responses to questions that ended with a period
were perceived as less sincere than those that did not.

Klin and her team had 126 students at their university rate the sincerity of a variety of
exchanges, presented as images of text messages on mobile phones. In each exchange, the first
message contained a statement and a question, and the response contained an answer to the
question. The researchers tested each set of messages with a response that ended with a period,
and with one that did not.

The study titled “Texting Insincerely: The Role of the Period in Text Messaging” was published in
Computers in Human Behavior, a journal for psychologists, in December 2015. It was led by Celia
Klin, a professor of psychology.

Period Or No Period?
One example read, “Dave gave me his extra tickets. Wanna come?” followed by a response of
“Sure” — punctuated with a period in some instances, and not in others.

Previous studies, and your own daily observations, might show that most people do not include
periods at the end of final sentences in text messages, even when they included them in the
previous sentences. Klin and her team suggest that this occurs because the rapid back-and-forth
exchange enabled by texting resembles talking. So, our use of the medium is closer to how
we speak to each other than to how we write with each other. This means that when people
communicate by text message they must use other methods to include the social cues that
are included by default in spoken conversations, like tone, physical gestures, facial and eye
expressions, and the pauses we take between our words.

The study also contained 12 other exchanges using different forms of punctuation, so as to
not lead participants on to the intent of the study. Participants rated the exchanges from very
insincere (1) to very sincere (7).

In sociology — the study of human relationships — we analyze all the ways our daily
interactions are loaded with communicated meaning. This framework of ideas is known as the
symbolic interaction perspective.
Add Emojis To Provide Meaning
There are many ways that we add these social cues to our textual conversations. Most obvious
among them are emojis, which have become a common part of our daily communicative lives.
Oxford English Dictionary named the “Face with Tears of Joy” emoji as its 2015 word of the year.
But of course, we also use punctuation like asterisks and exclamation points to add emotional
and social cues to our texted conversations. Repeating letters to add emphasis to a word, like
“sooooooo tired,” is also commonly used to the same effect.
Klin and her team suggest that these elements add “pragmatic and social information” to
the literal meaning of typed words, and so have become useful and important elements of
conversation in our digitized, 21st century lives. However, a period at the end of a final sentence
stands alone.
In the context of texting, other language researchers have suggested that the period reads as
final — as shutting down a conversation. They say that it is more commonly used at the end of
a sentence that is meant to convey unhappiness, anger, or frustration. Still, Klin and her team
wondered if this was really the case, and so they conducted a study to test this theory.

The results show that people find final sentences that end with a period to be less sincere than
those that are ended without punctuation (3.85 on the scale of 1-7, versus 4.06). Klin and her
team observed that the period has taken on a particular function and social meaning in texting
because its use is optional in this form of communication. That participants in the study did not
rate use of the period as indicating a less sincere handwritten message seems to back this up.
Only In Texting
Our interpretation of the period as signaling a not entirely sincere message is unique to texting.
Of course, these findings do not suggest that people are using periods intentionally to make the
meaning of their messages less sincere. But regardless of intent, receivers of such messages are
interpreting them that way.
Consider that during an in-person conversation, a similar lack of sincerity might be
communicated by not looking up from a task or other object of focus while responding to a
question. Such behavior signals a lack of interest in or engagement with the person asking the
question. In the context of texting, the use of a period has taken on a similar meaning.
So if you want to ensure that your messages are received and understood with the level of
sincerity you intend, leave the period off the final sentence. You might even consider adding
more sincerity with an exclamation point. Grammar experts are likely to disagree with this
recommendation, but it’s we social scientists who are more adept at understanding the shifting
dynamics of interaction and communication. You can trust us on this, sincerely.
Nicki Lisa Cole, Ph.D., is a sociologist who has more than a decade of experience in university
research and teaching. Cole has taught a wide range of sociology courses at the University of
California-Santa Barbara and at Pomona College, covering topics including research methods,
theory, race and ethnicity, gender and sexuality, consumer culture, and globalization.

Example Lesson Spark:
Lesson Sparks give teachers ideas for how to use the content in the classroom.
Every article in the SEL Collections comes with a Lesson Spark.

Before Reading
Show students this video hook (3 mins.) about passive-aggressive texts. Then have them write-pair-share: How important are things
like emojis and punctuation when you’re texting someone? Give an example.

Reading Strategy
Highlight in YELLOW details that show how people add emotional and social cues to texted conversations. Use the ANNOTATE tool
to make at least one personal connection.

Custom Write Response: How is texting like talking, in terms of communication? Why are social cues important in texted
conversations and what are some social cues we use when texting? Support your answer using at least TWO details from the article.

After Reading
Have students create a text conversation that demonstrates purposeful use of the social cues they read about in the article. Debrief by
having students share their conversations and discuss.
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